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The three monographs on a "traditional" city, an unremarkable migrant barrio,
and more "Catholic" than Protestant Pentecostals remind us that the most pro
vocative changes may be those that do not occur. Focusing on Colombia, An
drew Whiteford's exploration of social classes and mobility in post-World War II
Popayan, son Michael's 1970s followup study of Popayan barrio, Tulcan, and
Cornelia Flora's research on Palmira Pentecostals reaffirm the inadequacy of
existing models, or, conversely, the obstinate insistence of Latin Americans that
their urban, migratory, or even their "born again" experiences be particularly
their own. An edition of Caravelle presents more of a potpourri with little in
common with the above selection except a focus on Colombia.

Containing observations amassed during field researches from 1949 to
1952, Andrew Whiteford's work first appears in print in this 1977 edition. The
original monograph has not been updated, but rather included in a Michigan
State Latin American Series aimed at resurrecting deserving manuscripts from
academic backfiles and presenting them as "benchmark" pieces. A quarter
century perspective places this one not only within thal first torrent of postwar
manuscripts on Colombia (Parsons, Crist, West, Bushnell, Fals-Borda, Ospina
Vasquez), but also within tributaries that pivoted researches from rural to urban
themes (Nelson 1950a, Whetten, Davis, Lewis), focused attention on local social
structures (Beals, Hawthorn, Hayner), and prompted a particular quest for an
elusive "middle class" (Nelson 1950b, Germani, Lopez de Mesa, Smith). An
Andean City shares, if not blood, at least ritual kinship ties with such North
American classics as Yankee City and Middletown, which influenced its organiza
tion and themes (division into upper, middle, lower classes with tripartite divi
sions within each; focus on inter- and intra-class relationships and on mobility);
and it also reflects Robert Redfield's influence in its promised use of comparative
urban research to measure change. Although Whiteford abandoned an original
plan to follow this Popayan study with fieldwork in nearby industrializing Cali,
he did employ such a comparative focus (Popayan, Colombia; Queretaro, Mexico)
in his later Two Cities of Latin America (Whiteford 1960).
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Whiteford takes a certain atavistic delight in proposing that Popayan, a
nonindustrial, isolated municipio (population 44,388, 1951), rather than bur
geoning Cali, Medellin, or Bogota, represents the "quintessence of Latin Ameri
can urbanism" (p. 8). His suggestion is still provocative, if not in the way
originally intended by the author. He saw in the Popayan of colonial architec
ture, unhurried streets, measured lifestyle, distanced yet intimate class relation
ships, the essence of a particularly Latin American experience, a real "culture"
deep-rooted in the past, and yet possibly fragile in withstanding the Coca-Cola
ization to come. With premature nostaligia, and a Freyre-like pen, Whiteford
captures the posturing of the Coca-Colas (Yankee imitators), the parading of the
sport queen, the etiquette of the cargueros, the ritual of the paseo, and finds, in
the changing ingredients of the sancocho, or typical Colombian stew, an index to
the rise and fall of a family's fortune. The author does have blind spots-a
rather uncritical view of Popayan's aristocracy (the Mosqueras, Arboledas, and
Caicedos certainly ranked their family fortunes at least equal to any regional or
national interest, p. 32) and also of (then) contemporary events (the violencia, in
full swing during Whiteford's field research, rates nary a mention). Still, this
monograph captures one Colombian city at mid-century and provides a bench
mark to as much a durable as a changing reality.

The Forgotten Ones not only continues a tradition of Whiteford family
interest in Popayan, but it belongs to a second generation of urban research as
well. Alfonso Lopez, the "lower-class" neighborhood portrayed in Whiteford's
Popayan, has, by the 1970s, been surrounded by more recent settlements, in
cluding the barrio, Tulcan. To travel from Andrew Whiteford's Alfonso Lopez to
Whiteford the younger's Tulcan is to note major differences in focus (from a
holistic treatment of the city to a restricted study of one barrio), in technique
(from impressionistic observations and random interviews, to a detailed house
by-house census and extensive interviews), and in theoretical orientation (from
reliance on the United States to utilization of comparative South American
models). But the trip, in the final analysis, is short.

While An Andean City studied aspects of "being urban" in the fifties, The
Forgotten Ones explores the process of "becoming urban" in the seventies. In
following what has become a type-the Latin-American-migrant-monograph
(Butterworth, Reina, Ugalde, Kemper, among others)-Michael Whiteford
proves there is certain, if limited, virtue in the well-beaten path. He asks some
conventional questions: Where do migrants originate? Why do they choose
Popayan? How have they adjusted to life in Tulcan? The particular merit in such
an exercise, or so the author affirms, is to determine if these newcomers to
Popayan, choosers of this now medium-sized (77,000 pop. 1970), rather stag
nant regional center, vary much from the more extensively studied migrants to
national capitals (Bogota, Mexico City) or to industrial enclaves (Monterrey,
Medellin). The answer: mostly no. Tulcanese leave the countryside due to popu
lation pressure on the land, have not sought the city as relief from rural unrest
(even the violencia), and desire employment, better education, and health facili
ties. While some come directly from the countryside, others follow a step-pat
tern, and others are refugees from large Colombian cities. Tulcanese experience
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but minor adjustments to life in the urban barrio. If anything distinguishes the
Tulcan as opposed to his Bogota or Monterrey counterpart, it is his fatalistic, yet
rather pragmatic conviction that if un- or underemployemnt is to be a familiar
feature of his life, a locale such as Popayan better combines the advantages of a
city without adding the headaches of a megalopolis.

While the experience of Tulcan's migrants locate them within the main
stream of an urbanizing Colombia, Palmira's Pentecostals find themselves
marked as Protestant aliens by a dominant Catholic culture. Cornelia Flora's
Pentecostalism in Colombia explores the nature of this deviance. Mindful of Max
Weber's classic linkage of Western Europe's Protestant-Entrepreneurs, and of
both supporting and contradictory literature on Latin American sects (Lalive,
Willems), Flora uses data collected in questionnaire surveys of Pentecostal pas
tors and leaders, and interviews with converts and nonconverts of similar socio
economic levels to examine Pentecostalism as institution, value system, and
catalyst for change.

Contrary to the Weberian paradigm, Flora finds that Palmira's Pentecos
tals cannot be identified as "agents" of change. Indeed, they cannot be dis
tinguished from their lower-class Catholic counterparts. Nor does conversion
breed entrepreneurs. Although a modified asceticism, more accurately a lac~ of
conspicuous consumption, is a Pentecostal characteristic, this meager differential
in capital accumulation forms no significant base for entrepreneurial activities.
Rather, Colombian Pentecostalism functions less as a catalytic changer of value
systems or promoter of economic activities than as a provider of a religiously
based extended kinship grouping, which, since it is subjected to continual at
tacks from the Catholic establishment, operates as a mutual defense network
providing not only physical, but emotional and financial security to its mem
bers. The author foresees no aggressive role for Pentecostalism as a change
producing institution, although she does see churches functioning as nuclei for
other more activist-oriented movements. Pentecostals, for example, were active
supporters of Rojas Pinilla.

Of these three monographs, Flora's treatment is by far the most ambi
tious, the most conceptually and statistically sophisticated, and the most flawed.
In her attempt to locate Pentecostals within Colombia's religious and political
milieu, the author makes suspect generalizations. To assert that "prelates more
often than royal officials exercised political control" (p. 77), is to misread colonial
church-state relations, and to carry this conception into the modern period is to
err twice. The complexities that unite and divide Colombia's Liberals and Con
servatives could confound the most knowledgeable observer, but they clearly
transcend such simplistic divisions as (Conservative) support for unitary gov
ernment, the Church, and landowners and (Liberal) advocacy of federalism,
secularism, and laissez-faire (p. 78). (Safford, and Bergquist provide more satisfy
ing analyses.) For these reasons Flora's attempts to gauge the differential growth
and role of Pentecostals in Liberal and Conservative municipios falls short of the
mark. A consideration of some other variables (mountain versus valley settle
ments) or of other sites (Bogota or Antioquia) might have provoked altered
conclusions. Still this monograph pioneers, and deserves serious consideration.
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Such is not true for the last collection of articles that appeared in a 1976
special edition of Caravelle (Calliers du Monde Hispanique et Luso-Bresilien) dedi
cated to Colombia. Given the consistently high standard of some French, Co
lombian, and United States researches, it is regrettable that the editors chose
such mediocre samples. The introductory article, on the impact of the New
Laws in mid-sixteenth century New Granada (1543-64) sets the tone: Tomas
Gomez compares the printed New Laws with Juan Friede's collection of un
edited documents in a shallowly researched, unanalytical piece. Other selec
tions include a previously unpublished travel account of a trip from Cumana to
Bogota in 1749, a basic survey of Colombian urbanization, a meagerly researched
and unfootnoted article on the Colombian army, and, by far the best of the lot,
William McGreevey repeating in French the basic argument of his Economic
History of Colombia (McGreevey). Better to concentrate on fifties nostalgia, or
dinary migrants, or Catholic Pentecostals than to trek to the library for this
unremarkable volume.

ANN TWINAM

University ofCincinnati
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